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FLEXIBLE & LIGHTS
Aaron manufactures two groups of flexible lighting products.

The first is available in three different flexible shaft lengths 5",
10", & 15" (12.7 cm, 25.4 cm, & 38.1 cm) and is supplied sterile
for any surgical procedure requiring additional lighting.

The second group of patented flexible lights are lighted stylets.
When using the lighted stylet, the user is assured of the correct
placement of the endotracheal tube when a bright glow in the
midline of the laryngeal prominence is seen.

SPECIALTY LIGHTING
Aaron specialty lighting consists of a line of specialty ophthalmic
and penlights including the 6802A Fluoro-Dot™ and the Ultraviolet
Woods Light (UV59), which is excellent for detecting certain skin
disorders and for use in rape detection procedures.
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MEDICAL LIGHTS FROM A NAME YOU TRUST



U.S. Patent #4,517,499 & #4,347,553
Canada Patent #1192171
Far East Patent #36224

These special flexible lights were originally designed for
use in general surgery and orthopaedics.  They are protected by two
United States, one Canada, and one Far East Patent. The non-sterile
versions of these lights are for routine
non-office examinations or where sterility is not required.
They also have the outstanding feature of replaceable
battery and bulb.

Surch-Lite™ 5" (non-sterile) No. NS05
Five-inch flexible shaft light with replaceable batteries and bulb. Individually
packaged.

Surch-Lite™ 10" (non-sterile) No. NS10
Ten-inch flexible shaft light with replaceable batteries and bulb. Individually
packaged.

Surch-Lite™ 15" (non-sterile) No. NS15
Fifteen-inch flexible shaft light with replaceable batteries and bulb.
Individually packaged.

Surch-Lite™ 5" (sterile) No. ST05
Five-inch flexible shaft individually packaged sterile in
boxes of ten.

Surch-Lite™ 10" (sterile) No. ST10
Ten-inch flexible shaft individually packaged sterile in
boxes of three.

Surch-Lite™ 15" (sterile) No. ST15
Fifteen-inch flexible shaft individually packaged sterile in boxes of three.

Aaron’s Surch-Lite™ Orotracheal Lighted Intubation Stylets assist in the
visualization required for the proper placement of endo-tracheal tubes.
By using the lighted stylet, the user is assured of the correct placement
of the endotracheal tube when a bright glow in the midline of the laryngeal
prominence is seen.

Flexible shafts, a protective coating over the bulb housing, and a one-
hand activating on/off switch provide easy operation, safety and
convenience.

The Aaron lighted intubation stylet is designed for emergency and
trauma situations both in the field and E.R., as well as intubation
procedures in the operating room. It also serves as an effective alternative
to the standard laryngoscope.

Surch-Lite™ Orotracheal No. SLOT
Lighted Intubation Stylet (shaft length 40cm).
No. NLOT (non-sterile version of SLOT).

Surch-Lite™ Pediatric Orotracheal No. PDOT
Lighted Intubation Stylet (shaft length 25cm).
No. PDON (non-sterile version of PDOT).

ST05 .............Flexible Sterile Light 5" (NS05 = Non-Sterile)

ST10..............Flexible Sterile Light 10" (NS10 = Non-Sterile)

ST15..............Flexible Sterile Light 15" (NS15 = Non-Sterile)

SLOT..............Oral Lighted Stylet Sterile (NLOT = Non-Sterile)

PDOT.............Oral Pediatric Lighted Stylet Sterile (PDON = Non-Sterile)

6800.............Tech-Lite™ (6800A = Replaceable Batteries)

6801.............White Slit™ (6801A = Replaceable Batteries)

6802.............Fluoro Dot™ (6802A = Replaceable Batteries)

6803.............Fluoro-Slit™ (6803A = Replaceable Batteries)

6804.............1mm Light (6804A = Replaceable Batteries)

UV59 ............Ultraviolet Woods Light

6666.............Disposable Penlight 6/pack

1125 .............Disposable Penlight 1/pack

66RN ............Disposable Penlight w/Pupil Guage 6/pack

666R ............Replaceable Battery Penlight 6/pack

1135 .............Replaceable Battery Penlight 1/pack

6303.............Cobalt Blue Penlight 3/pack

7156 .............Cobalt Blue Filter Only 1/pack

A238 ............Deluxe Penlight 1/pack

Tech-Lite™ No. 6800 (6800A = Replaceable Batteries)
Specially designed lens-end bulb gives an intense concentric beam which
allows more effective illumination. Larger than the standard penlight,
its AA-sized Alkaline batteries give a shelf life of two years and a continuous
burn time of four hours.

White Slit™ No. 6801 (6801A = Replaceable Batteries)
Designed with a high-intensity white slit beam for cataract screening to
determine the depth of the anterior chamber and to check for corneal
edema. The White Slit™ has a two-year shelf life and a four-hour
continuous burn time.

Fluoro Dot™ No. 6802 (6802A = Replaceable Batteries)
This AA-sized light combines the outstanding features of a two-year shelf
life and four-hour burn time with a special Wratten No. 47A cobalt blue
filter. This light is designed for use with fluorescein dye and is excellent
for diagnosing abrasions and fitting contact lenses.

Fluoro-Slit™ No. 6803 (6803A = Replaceable Batteries)
Designed with a special bulb and Wratten No. 47A cobalt-blue filter to
project a concentrated cobalt-slit image for diagnostic use with fluorescein
dye, the Fluoro-Slit™ has a two-year shelf life and a four-hour continuous
burn time.

1mm Light No. 6804 (6804A = Replaceable Batteries)
This AA-sized light combines the outstanding features of a two-year shelf
life and four-hour burn time. This light is designed for use as an aid for
muscle tests with a 1mm beam of light.

Ultraviolet Woods Light™ No. UV59
This hand-held ultraviolet florescent light is excellent for detecting certain
skin disorders and its compact size makes it extremely portable. The
light includes four AA-sized alkaline batteries, plus the added benefit of
a standard krypton flashlight on one end.

LIGHTED INTUBATION STYLETS & SURGICAL LIGHTS

SPECIALTY LIGHTS

Distributed By:

Disposable Penlight 6/pack No. 6666

Penlight w/Pupil Gauge - 6/pack No. 66RN

Replaceable Battery Penlight - 6/pack No. 666R

Cobalt Penlight - 3/pack No. 6303

Deluxe Penlight No. A238
Designed with black anodized body and silver accents - 1/box

Disposable Penlight - 1/pack No. 1125

Reusable Penlight - 1/pack No. 1135

Cobalt Filter Only - 1/pack No. 7156

PENLIGHTS

MEDICAL LIGHTS EXPLANATIONS & STYLE NUMBERS


